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Syllabus Outline for an Online Unit of Instruction 

Template Self-Check 

Course 
Information 
 

Course title: Relationship between History and Anime 
Instructor information: This course is taught online 
Grade level: 9 
Subject area: History, art, possible foreign language 
Office hours: 12 noon to 1am daily except Public Holidays 
Required resources: Access to Kissanime website 
Chinese emperors from the Xia Dynasty to the Fall of the 
Qing Dynasty by Ma Yan 
Japan: The Story of A Nation by Edwin Reischauer 

Did you include course 
title, instructor information, 
grade level, subject area, 
office hours and required 
textbooks or resources? 

Expected 
Student 
Audience 

Grade 9 students from China and Japan, as well as others 
who are interested in China and Japan history/anime 
Collin Tang and Teo Zhi Yang, the Kissanime die-hard fans 

Is the expected student 
audience described?  

Teacher 
Communication 

Kissanime forums (this one is always except Public 
Holidays), email, twitter 

Did you provide at least 
two forms of 
communication are 
included in the syllabus? 

Late Work Policy 
 

All work is expected to be submitted on time. Early 
submission by more than a day rewarded with 5% increase 
to marks. But late submission will result in loot penalties i.e. 
one hour late=10% loss in marks, one day late=50% loss in 
marks, 2 days late=75% loss in marks, 3 days late=95% 
loss in marks, more than that gets feedback but no credit. 

Did you explain the 
consequences for not 
submitting assignments on 
time? 

Assessments 
 

There will be various forms. For instance, they will create 
an assessed piece of anime, which will be uploaded to the 
Kissanime site. They also need to evaluate case studies 
relating anime and real life history. 

Area a variety of 
assessment types 
included? Is at least one 
assessment requiring 
either applying, analyzing, 
evaluating, or creating? 

Academic 
Honesty 
 

No uploading/watching of porn or military camp stuff. Also 
you must acknowledge all other sources used, although the 
work done can involve ideas covered in various anime. But 
the whole point is to infuse Chinese/Japan culture into the 
anime. 

Do conduct and academic 
honesty requirements 
clearly explain the policy 
on cheating and 
plagiarism. Are 
consequences for 
inappropriate behavior 
included? 

Students with 
Disabilities 
 

I will. They can learn Braille Anime if they are blind. Also I 
am willing to provide extra help to those who request for it. 

Did you indicate your 
willingness to provide 
reasonable 
accommodations to a 
student with a disability? 

 
Just to confirm, I have included all parts of the criteria. I’m confident this lesson will work well. 


